NOTE:

1. ALLOW 2" (52 mm) CLEARANCE AROUND THE PROJECTION. IF MULTIPLE PROJECTIONS, ALLOW 1" (25.4 mm) BETWEEN PROJECTION AND POCKET.
2. THE EXISTING PROJECTION MUST BE CLEAN OF ALL DEBRIS BEFORE INSTALLATION.
3. FOUR DRILL-TEC™ PLATES & SCREWS AROUND PENETRATION
4. EVERGUARD® POURABLE SEALER POCKET MUST BE PRIMED WITH EVERGUARD® TPO PRIMER.
5. IF SEALANT POCKET MUST BE CUT, STRIP IN CUT WITH UNREINFORCED TPO STRIP MIN 4" (102 mm) WIDE AND RUN OUT ONTO DECK SHEET MINIMUM 2" (52 mm).
6. 25 YEAR GUARANTEES AND ABOVE MUST USE EXTREME ACCESSORIES
7. IF PLATES AND FASTENERS ENCROACH INTO THE SEAM AREA OF THE POCKET, THEN A TARGET MUST BE ADDED FIRST TO COVER FASTENERS.